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Abstract. As the Quantitative Ethnography (QE) community becomes more inter-disciplinary, it will need multiple theoretical accounts to fit with the multiple epistemologies of researchers. Thus, in this paper, we provide one theoretical account. We argue that ethnography is foundational to QE, quantification augments ethnographic accounts, and that critical reflexivity is necessary in QE. Then, we outline ten iterative steps of QE analyses, explained through two examples, and articulate five main practices. Our goals for this paper are to 1) distill fundamental aspects of QE for new adopters, 2) offer a summarized account for established QE practitioners, 3) clarify underlying values and practices that drive the methodology, and 4) highlight which practices are essential to QE and which are flexible. This paper provides one accessible summarization of QE for an inter-disciplinary field.
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1 Introduction

Quantitative Ethnography (QE) is a methodology that integrates qualitative and quantitative analysis methods. With roots in educational research, QE has been used by researchers in a variety of fields. The QE methodology became formalized with the release of Shaffer’s Quantitative Ethnography book in 2017. However, as the community grows and become more interdisciplinary, it will need multiple accounts of the methodology from different perspectives. The purpose of this article is to provide an accessible, distilled description of QE for the broader developing community with new emphases on critical reflexivity practices. Blending our own ideas with Shaffer’s, we begin by describing how ethnography is foundational to QE, meaning that ethnographic techniques provide the essential grounding. We continue by describing how quantification is fundamental, meaning that mathematical techniques are necessary to augment the power of ethnographic methods. Then, we outline ten steps in the iterative QE modeling process and provide two examples of studies that used these processes. Finally, we end by articulating five main practices for QE.
2 Ethnography is Foundational

Although QE has two facets, ethnography is at the heart. The science of ethnography is about making sense of how and why people do the things that they do. More specifically, an ethnographer interprets a culture by going through formal and systematic procedures. For example, in Hutchins’ [1] landmark study of officers in the U.S. navy, he observed sailors tracking the position of their ship. The sailors needed to work together to succeed in the complex task of safely navigating their ship through sea and to land. Hutchins argued that the key system to facilitate communication and correct each other’s mistakes was through a radio system in which sailors could hear all communications, even if they were not directly involved. This form of widely overheard conversation and communication is what Hutchins referred to as a wide horizon of observation and led to useful error detection and correction that kept the sailors efficient and safe in their work.

The purpose of ethnographic studies, such as the one conducted by Hutchins, is to make claims about one specific culture or community of people and weave these claims into an interpretation of the culture for a broader audience. Such claims are not necessarily meant to be generalizable beyond the community that was studied. Rather, the stories and conceptualizations that emerge from such ethnographic studies can be used as effective tools in other contexts and inspire related scientific explorations. For example, although Hutchins’ study made claims about one particular group of sailors at one point in time, his work advanced the concept of how what an individual sees or hears influences cognition and teamwork. Years later, this general idea of horizon of observation inspired Blandford and Furniss’s (2005) development of a methodological framework to analyze collaboration in small teams. The researchers tested their framework with telephone dispatchers at emergency ambulance centers in London and were able to draw similar conclusions to Hutchins.

To draw conclusions in ethnography, researchers collect data that are rich enough to yield a “thick description” [2] of a particular culture. Such data are collected through observational recordings, participant-observational recordings, interviews, and other artifacts of cultural meaning. These data contain evidence of the culturally specific ways of how people talk, listen, interact, and use tools in the community that is being studied. These forms of big-D Discourse [3] are the “overt manifestations of culture: what it actually looks like when someone is expressing meaning within some community” [4]. One of the goals of ethnographers and quantitative ethnographers is to shift from observable actions to interpreted meanings to provide an evidence-based account of why and how people from a particular community do what they do. To cross this bridge, ethnographers categorize data by tagging it with big-C Codes, which are categories of meaning derived by the ethnographer to make sense of collected data. This process is often, unsurprisingly, referred to as coding.

Once the data are associated with the appropriate Codes, the ethnographer analyzes how the Codes relate to one another in order to communicate a thick description of a culture. The thick description is created by linking multiple emic observations and interpretations (perspectives of the people in the culture) to etic observations and interpretations (perspectives of the researcher). As Shaffer [4] notes, Hutchins’ study is a
strong example of developing the etic description of horizon of observation from the emic contexts of U.S. sailors but can be applied across multiple emic contexts, such as with dispatchers at emergency ambulance centers in London.

When ethnographers systematically develop etic interpretations of emic observations, they construct knowledge through their own lens. Thus, the researcher themself plays a key role in the methodological process and “is the primary ‘instrument’ of data collection and analysis” [5] and knowledge creation. This knowledge is inherently situated within the researcher’s intersecting identities of race, gender, class, and their ethical, theoretical, and epistemic commitments. To maintain scientific rigor, the researcher’s “view from somewhere” [6] must be addressed through critical reflexivity practices [7]. Critical reflexivity involves interrogating the ethical decisions ethnographers make during the research process and making the encountered tensions visible to the scientific community [8]. This form of reflexivity becomes especially important when working with vulnerable or marginalized populations who are at risk of being exploited or harmed when participating in research [9].

### 3 Quantification is Fundamental

For quantitative ethnographers, critical reflexivity extends beyond human interactions to computational tools. In addition to the researcher being a primary instrument of data analysis in quantitative ethnography, the computational tools play a significant role. All tools were developed by people with particular worldviews that influence decision-making during development. Those people’s assumptions, opinions, and biases are embedded into the tool [10]. Thus, computational tools are not neutral or objective artifacts for meaning-making. When researchers exercise critical reflexivity, they commit to uncovering the tools’ limitations and ethical obligations in order to better understand the ways in which power and privilege amplify a particular point of view and obscure marginalized voices [11]. To exercise critical reflexivity, quantitative ethnographers should ask questions such as: Who designed this tool and for what purposes? What are the assumptions made in this tool about discourses and cultures? Which social, cultural, and political values are amplified and which are minimized? How does the tool (re)enforce inequities and oppression when creating samples, making statistical calculations, and visualizing data?

Through a critical reflexivity lens, the computational tools in QE are quite powerful. The unique combination of human researcher and digital tools in QE allows for an exploration of data and reveal of stories that likely would not have been uncovered without this analytical process [12]. For large datasets that emerge from modern digital spaces, such as social media, computational QE tools allow for researchers to access a “thick description” of such growing and changing digital cultures [4]. Even for comparatively smaller datasets, such as interview transcriptions, computational QE tools augment traditional qualitative analyses by exposing the researcher to new visualizations and quantifications that reveal and inspire stories grounded in the data [13].

Moreover, statistics provide forms of validity for qualitative analyses beyond accounts of “trustworthiness” or “authenticity” criterion [14]. Statistical tools in QE are
used to generalize within the sample of data collected and not necessarily to generalize beyond the sample of data to a larger population. As mentioned before, although the broader ideas uncovered in ethnography may be useful in other contexts, limited generalizability is a fundamental aspect of ethnography. Thus, sampling and statistical tools in QE are not used in the same way that they are used in traditional quantitative studies. The goal is not to generalize findings to a broader population but rather, to provide some level of confidence that the interpretations and stories told about one particular culture are persistent throughout the group of people that were studied. In other words, statistical analyses in QE provide additional warrants or evidence for reaching a point in which analyzing additional data does not provide new insights. This point is called reaching theoretical saturation in qualitative analysis and is an important amalgamation of qualitative and quantitative in QE. As Shaffer [4] aptly puts it, “By reframing the role of sampling and statistical significance… the distinct logic of quantitative inquiry and the distinct logic become compatible. We find a point of contact between these two very different epistemological stances toward research.”

4 Ten Steps in the Iterative QE Modeling Pathway

The interpretation techniques that are typically associated with qualitative analyses occur throughout the QE process. Likewise, the quantitative mindset is consistently active, as ethnographic data is organized, sorted, and coded in preparation for quantitative models. Here, we offer ten steps that incorporate both mindsets for developing quantitative models from ethnographic data. The ten steps are split into five categories: collection, segmentation, codification, accumulation, and measurement (Figure 1).

4.1 Collection

Because ethnography is the foundation of QE, data collection (Step 1) aligns with traditional qualitative procedures. Observations are central to ethnographic data collection and include researcher notes on how people talk and act in a particular setting [15]. Researcher-created data may be in the form of field notes in paper or digital forms containing observations and interpretations, photographs or videos and corresponding transcriptions, and researcher reflective diary entries. Data may also be in the form of participant-created documents or artifacts that have particular meaning to people within a culture. These include letters, multi-media art, emails, digital log data, articles, discussion boards, and social media postings. In some studies, data may be created by researchers and participants collaboratively.

4.2 Segmentation

After data are collected in a form that is likely to enable thick descriptions, the researcher prepares this data for statistical analyses. First, the researcher identifies and segments the data into lines (Step 2), which are defined as “the smallest unit of con-
tinuous action that is of interest in the data” [4]. In discourse data, lines can be defined in various ways including turns of talk, responses to a question, or moves made in a digital game. Lines are then grouped into *stanzas* (Step 3), which are “a set of lines that are within the same relevant context, and therefore related to one another” [4]. Stanzas are often compared to chapters in a book, verses in a song, or, quite literally, stanzas in a poem. Stanzas can be classified in various ways including as activities, interview sessions, or conversational topics on a discussion board. If a moving stanza window model is used, additional segmentation is completed to designate the start and end boundaries of the *conversation* as the moving stanza window slides through the discourse [16]. Researchers justify their segmentation choices theoretically by operationalizing existing conceptualization of theoretical discourse structures, if available. Alternatively, researchers justify their segmentation choices empirically by experimenting and choosing segmentation that is most aligned with a story grounded in the data. For example, Zörgö and colleagues [17] developed an approach for testing various segmentation choices in one dataset and discovered that segmentation choices change the interpretations of the findings in their particular dataset.

### 4.3 Codification

After segmentation, each line is codified numerically. Because of the ethnographic ideologies in QE, the coding process in QE is often grounded and derived from the data itself. In actual practice, steps three and four are interchangeable and iterative. Researchers may segment data into lines, code the data, and then segment the coded data into stanzas. To progress through the model-making process, codes must be represented as numbers. Many QE studies have used binary coding: displaying a 1 if the code appears in the line and 0 if the code does not appear in the line. Other studies have explored weighted code values. For example, Frey and colleagues [18] analyzed adolescents’ emotions during peer victimization and used weighted coding in their analysis to model the strength of the emotions at the coding level. As of now, most QE researchers rely on “hand-coding” in which a human identified the codes in each line of data [19]. However, researchers also develop automated classifiers using regular expressions, topic modeling, and nCoder. Other tools, such as the Rho R Package, use statistics to validate that the automated classifiers are coding the data consistently in ways that align with human interpretations. The Reproducible Open Coding Kit (ROCK) also available on R, provides QE researchers with tools to segment and code data and transfer their codes to a model [20].

### 4.4 Accumulation

After codes are represented quantitatively, the data are accumulated in steps five through seven. A value is computed for each stanza based on the codes, represented as $S_1$ in the figure. For example, when using ENA, $S_1$ is represented as a vector that captures the number of co-occurrences among codes. Then, stanza values are accumulated for each unit of analysis. Units of analysis can be defined in many ways including each person in the community, teams of people, or documents. In practice, steps five and six
may happen concurrently, in which a stanza value is determined for each unit of analysis. As of now, ENA is the most widely used tool for accumulating data [19]. In ENA, the observation of the unit is visualized in two forms: 1) as a weighted network representation of the accumulated, and often scaled, co-occurrences of codes, and 2) as a point in space that roughly corresponds to the centroid of the weighted network. Other tools that have been developed to accumulate and visualize coded data include Social Epistemic Network Signature (SENS) [21], Socio-Semantic Network Analysis (SSNA) [22], and using R to merge sentiment analysis with domain-specific discourse [23]. Some QE analyses have stopped at step seven of computing and visualizing observations. In these studies, the main purpose is to provide a description of the data and tell a visual story but not to make claims about statistical differences within dataset.

4.5 Measurement

If researchers are interested in measuring differences between or within groups in the data, then they can continue to steps 8, 9, and 10 in which statistical analysis are conducted. A parameter is computed for each sample and a statistic is computed to determine whether there is a difference between samples that is statistically significant. Examples of parameters could be calculating a mean or a median. Examples of statistics could be a t statistic from a t-test or a u statistic from a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. Although two-sample inferential statistics are commonly used, other forms of statistical tests could be conducted that align with study’s goals. For example, one study used k-means clustering as an exploratory way to group and measure samples [24]. In a more recent study, one-sample inferential statistics were used to determine whether observed ENA models were statistically different from models created by chance and thus, making statistical claims for theoretical saturation within the dataset [25].
5 Examples of QE Processes

5.1 Augmenting Descriptive Analyses

In this first example, we describe a QE analysis by Vega and colleagues [26] in which they explored the identity process of four Costa Rican pre-service teachers in training to become English as a foreign language teachers. Given that pre-service education is a critical period for teacher identity formation, the purpose of the study was to illuminate the ways in which dominant discourses can contribute to tensions in identity development. One researcher conducted semi-structured, open ended interviews via video calls. Interviews, which ranged from 45-75 minutes, were recorded and transcribed. Researchers were interested in characterizing tensions that pre-service teachers felt in their training programs when negotiating and managing their identity development and wanted to provide a powerful descriptive analysis. Thus, the research team employed steps one through six of the iterative QE modeling pathway and did not engage with the measurement aspects.

The research team segmented the data into 143 lines by turns of talk (Step 2) and grouped the lines into stanzas that represented a sliding window of two turns of talk (Step 3) bounded by each interview session. To code the dataset, the team engaged in three iterative rounds of coding. In the first round, they created deductive codes derived from a theoretical framework, and then followed an inductive process to extend and add codes. In the third round, for reduction of the codes and reaching theoretical saturation, categories generated in the previous round were collapsed. Using the refined coding scheme, two of the researchers coded the data separately and met to discuss the inconsistencies until they reach mutual agreement. The coding was coded numerically through binary coding (Step 4).

To accumulate and visualize the dataset, Vega and colleagues relied on ENA. They chose pre-service teachers as the unit of analysis (Step 5). Then, they computed a value for each stanza and accumulated these stanzas for each unit to create an observation (Steps 6 and 7). The observations were represented as weighted networks for each teacher. Analysis of the networks and discourse revealed that all four participants positioned themselves as inferior non-native English speakers and negatively compared themselves to native English speakers from the U.S. or U.K. In the paper, the researchers tell the stories of the four pre-service teachers who made strong connections between the Native speaker as a standard and Tensions, indicating concerns around their linguistic practices as language learners.

At the conclusion of the paper, the researchers argue for the affordances of ENA and QE that strengthen qualitative analyses of language teacher identity. First, they were able to test the deductive and inductive coding categories and refine based on their persistence and connectivity on the visualizations. They claim that “the iterative process of interaction between the qualitative data and ENA network visualizations provided grounded evidence of salient codes in our data set and clarity for the story that the data were telling.” Second, ENA allowed for descriptive storytelling at multiple
levels. There were aspects of the teachers’ developing identities that were prevalent between two teachers but even within a particular pair of teachers there were nuanced experiences that the networks could explain and visualize that were not visible in previous qualitative studies of this data. These distinctions between and within groups revealed undiscovered tensions at personal, group, and aggregated levels that participants experienced. The authors conclude that the use of ENA on previously analyzed qualitative data revealed new descriptive interactions in the data that were not seen before, thus augmenting the original qualitative analyses.

5.2 Employing Statistical Models to Make Claims

In this second example, we describe a QE analysis by Sweicki and colleagues [27] in which they examined a dataset of transcripts from 16 teams comprised of 94 naval officers during air defense warfare team training. The dataset was segmented into 12,027 lines of talk and split into an experimental condition, teams with access to a decision-support system, and a control condition, teams that did not have access to this system. The researchers were interested in determining if there was a statistical difference between the commanding officers in the experimental and control group in terms of collaborative problem-solving approaches. To make this comparison they segmented the transcripts of the Navy air defense warfare team training scenarios in lines determined by turns of talk and grouped the lines of data by team and condition (Steps 2 & 3). Then, the research team qualitatively analyzed the data starting with a grounded analysis and triangulation with related previous related studies to develop a coding scheme. They then applied this coding scheme using nCoder to develop and validate automated qualitative coding of the data (Step 4).

After segmentation and codification, Sweicki and colleagues used ENA to achieve accumulation and measurement. Through the ENA webtool, they identified units of analysis as the commanders in each condition (Step 6) and used a sliding stanza model with a window size of five to capture the recent temporal context of the conversation (Step 3). The ENA webtool then created a value for each stanza (Step 5) for each commander in each condition and accumulated these values to create one observation for each commander (Step 7). The observations were represented as weighted networks in which one network was created for each officer that revealed the connections they made between codes. To address their original research question, Sweicki and colleagues compared the patterns of connections made by commanders in the experimental and control conditions. They found that the discourse patterns of commanders in the control condition spent more time making connections related to Seeking Information while the commanders in the experimental condition were able to make more connections that Contributed Information and Linking Information about the tactical situation and tactical actions. Taking the analysis further, the research team used an alternative observational representation in ENA which represents each observation as a numeric value that roughly corresponds to the center of mass of the weighted network. Because each observation is a number, a distribution can be created for each group of interest and in turn, inferential statistics can be employed. In this study, the research team conducted a two-sample Mann-Whitney U test between distributions of the projected points in
ENA space for commanders in the two conditions (Steps 8, 9, and 10). The results revealed that the discourse patterns in the control group (Mdn = −0.21, N = 13) were significantly different from the experimental group (Mdn = 0.25, N = 16; U = 206, p < 0.01, d = 2.98, power = 1.00). This quantitative result supported the claim that commanders in the control condition made stronger connections to Seeking Information, while commanders in the experimental condition made stronger connections to codes related to tactical decision-making.

Finally, prior to reporting their quantitative results, the research team identified qualitative examples of all of the aspects of their quantitative results and provided interpretive explanations of the qualitative data. Moreover, after providing their qualitative results they used both the qualitative examples and linked quantitative models in ENA to frame further examples of individual commander performance to reinforce the linkages between their qualitative understanding and the computational model they were using.

6 Five Main Practices in QE

In addition to a set of ten iterative steps, we offer five main practices in QE. These practices differ from the iterative steps in that they are ways of thinking and doing that the researcher engages in throughout QE.

6.1 Practice the 3 C’s of Data Hygiene: Clean, Complete, and Consistent

Because QE researchers integrate qualitative and quantitative ways of thinking, they must use data organization approaches that align with an integrated mindset. One way to frame such integrative practices is by referring to having proper “data hygiene.” In everyday terms, hygiene is defined as the set of cleanliness practices conducive to maintaining health and preventing disease. Extending this metaphor to QE, having proper data hygiene means making qualitative and quantitative techniques compatible such that ethnographic data can be analyzed statistically without compromising validity and thick descriptions [4]. In actual practice, QE researchers practice proper data hygiene by organizing ethnographic data into a single qualitative data table that is clean, complete, and consistent. As stated above, the data table is comprised of lines, which are the smallest unit of action that is of interest in the data, and stanzas, which are groups of lines that are topically related. These lines and stanzas must be represented in the data table such that the data table is machine-readable but not necessarily human-readable. Bold borders, shading, and merged columns may help readers understand information presented in a data table [28]. However, these aesthetics are not usable for a computational program.

Researchers can ensure their data table is machine-readable by following the three C’s of proper data hygiene. First, the same notation should be used throughout the table to indicate the same information. For example, if the location of the study is referred to as “Los Angeles” in some parts of the data table and “L.A.” in other parts of the table, the quantitative analysis will assume these are two different locations although a human reader will assume they are the same location. The data table should be
clean in terms of notation. Second, each row in the table should have all the information related to that unit of analysis. For example, if a row represents one line of discourse from a particular participant, then that row should also have all the data collected that is related to that participant, such as age, location, or dietary preferences. Again, completeness is not aesthetically pleasing to a human reader because the same information will be repeated in every row, but it is necessary for computation. Thus, each row in the data table should be complete and include all the data collected for that particular participant or unit of analysis. Last, not only should every row be complete but it should also only contain information related to that particular unit and line of discourse. The same idea applies to the columns in the data table–every column must contain one type of information. For example, if a column is labeled as “Location,” then it should only have data about location. The “Location” column could have different data entries such as, “Los Angeles,” “Lagos,” or “Buenos Aires,” but there is no other information except for location. Thus, each column and row in the data table should be consistent in terms of the information provided.

6.2 Get a Grip

After data collection and organization, ethnographers develop stories about a particular culture. The analysis process can be thought of as putting together pieces of a socio-cultural puzzle [29] but one with multiple possible solutions. Just like most research processes, quantitative ethnography, is a messy, ambiguous process. To navigate through making sense of the collected data, QE researchers must “get a grip” on the story that they would like to tell from the data. Shaffer [4] describes this process as getting a mechanical grip on a Discourse. He argues that the term emphasizes how the mechanical tools of research are used to “grab hold” of the complex phenomena in the world that we are trying to explain. In practice, QE researchers are consistently getting and refining a grip on the Discourse throughout the analytical process. The first move towards getting a grip is by familiarizing oneself with the data and developing initial Codes. As indicated by the example from Vega and colleagues in section 5.1, researchers may refine their Codes during the coding process but also after modeling their data and interpreting their models. In QE, this iterative process of Codes informing models and models informing Codes continues until the grip has tightened sufficiently and a fair thick description has been developed. Getting a grip is a metaphor for how QE researchers consistently use the mechanisms of ethnography and statistics to reveal the underlying Discourse in a culture.

6.3 Have a Conversation with the Tools

One thing that makes QE a unique methodology is that researchers get a grip on their data by using ethnographic and statistical tools together. Even in the initial stages of data organization, a seasoned QE researcher will rely on digital and computational tools to ensure that data tables are clean, complete, and consistent. In later stages of QE analysis, the digital tools play a more significant role. As stated in section 4.2, a researcher may rely on natural language processing tools to help identify phrases or lines that
should be coded in the data. Such tools are skilled at finding additional Codes (or lines that should have been coded) that a researcher may have overlooked. However, such tools do not understand the discourse data in the way that human researchers understand and interpret discourse—at least, not yet anyway. Each party—computational tool and human researcher—have certain strengths and weaknesses. And what makes QE such a powerful approach is the way it leverages the strengths of the automation power of computational tools with the interpretative power of human researchers. But to ensure rigor and quality, the researcher must check the outputs of the tool to see if the results make sense, are fair, and grounded in the data. What often happens is that the researcher and the tools engage in iterative cycles of feedback in which the research inputs information into the tools, the tools process the information, the tools output new information, the researcher interprets this information and decides their next move. This is called having a conversation with the tool. Similar to a conversation between two people, the researcher may decide to “ask” the tool a clarifying question by exploring the output further or move the conversation along by “asking” a new question and running a new analysis. The computational tool essentially becomes a member of a well-functioning research team that has shared responsibilities and goals, utilizes the talents of its team members, and promotes the exchange of feedback.

6.4 Close the Interpretative Loop

While conversations with the tools happen throughout QE, there is one particular class of conversations that occurs during modeling that is of critical importance. In this conversation, the researcher inputs coded data into a modeling tool, the tool produces a model, the researcher interprets the model, and then goes back to the original data to see if the interpretation is supported by the data. If the interpretation does not align with the collected data, then the researcher must reevaluate the Codes and the assumptions made in the model. This unique conversation is called closing the interpretative loop. It is a central mindset in QE because it is the fundamental pathway of validating a model and provides the qualitative evidence that created the quantitative result. Although a central aspect of QE, closing the interpretative loop is susceptible to being forgotten by researchers. One reason this process is ignored is because the conversations between tools and researchers can be lengthy and intense. After many long hours and dead ends, a researcher may be excited to find a model that has a significant result and seems to make sense at face value. However, by not grounding the interpretation of the model in the data, the researcher violates a central tenet in the science of ethnography. Thus, closing the interpretative loop is an important way of establishing validity in QE and should be a consistent mindset.

6.5 Embrace Multiple Forms of Validity

In quantitative research, validity is defined as the accuracy of measurement and the extent to which the tools are measuring what is intended to be measured. However, in QE, validity is a much broader concept that takes up multiple forms. Closing the interpretive loop is the fundamental validity philosophy that supports QE, but there are other
validity checks that occur throughout. As Winter [30] argues, “validity is not a single, fixed or universal concept, but rather a contingent construct, inescapably grounded in the processes and intentions of particular research methodologies and projects.” For example, when coding data, QE researchers establish construct validity by building a codebook with definitions of Codes and examples of discourse that are categorized by a Code [31]. The definitions provide defined constructs that can be traced back to theory and examples of discourse provide evidence grounded in the data. A researcher may also establish validity by doing member-checking or other forms of participatory QE research in which researchers discuss the Codes with the participants from the study [32]. Researchers may strengthen emic-etic connections for building thick descriptions and co-construct meaning with participants. However, member-checking may also result in tensions between researcher and participants and highlight unequal power dynamics [33]. Thus, when engaging in participatory QE research, researchers should engage in their critical reflexivity practices by interrogating power dynamics, reflecting on how participants will be harmed or put at risk by member-checking, and the roles of the “researcher” and the “researched” [34].

In some studies, one researcher will code all the data alone. In other studies, two or more researchers will code the data and inter-rater reliability metrics will be used to determine if the interpretations are relatively the same across two or more people and therefore, offer some confidence in the conceptual validity of the interpretations. In some cases, researchers will engage in social moderation and code all the data and discuss until mutual consensus is reached. When the dataset is too large, two researchers select a sample of the data, code the sample individually, calculate inter-rater reliability using a statistic, determine if the statistic has met a pre-determined cut-off or threshold of performance, and if it has, then split the dataset and code the remaining data individually. These steps confirm reliability for the sample that was coded but it is unclear if the sample is representative of the remaining dataset and thus, it is unclear whether the remaining dataset will have the same level of validity. Eagan and colleagues [35] recommend using rho as a statistical technique to take representative samples of the dataset and to control for Type I error (false positives) when coding data with two or more raters. In addition to two human raters, QE researchers may also train and use an automated classifier to code large datasets. In these cases, inter-rater reliability is measured between two human raters to determine conceptual validity. It is also measured between each human rater and the automated classifier to determine computational validity and whether the automated classifier is capable of consistently coding the data in ways that align with human interpretations. Whether during coding or modeling, validity checks such as exercising critical reflexivity, closing the interpretive loop, and inter-rater reliability facilitate the rigor that establishes QE as a science.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we argue that ethnography is foundational, and quantification is fundamental to the science of QE. We provided ten iterative steps for creating QE models and two examples of how these steps are visible. In parallel to the steps, we provided
five main practices that we have observed and experienced as seasoned QE researchers. We drew from Shaffer’s visionary book [4] but have reconceptualized and summarized key ideas. The goals of this article were to 1) provide a distilled version of the fundamental tenets of QE to provide an access point for new scholars, 2) provide a summarized reference guide for those who are established users of the methodology, 3) bring clarity to the potentially hidden values and practices that drive the methodology, and 4) bring clarity to processes that are essential in QE and processes that are flexible and context-dependent. Overall, this work provides one form of an accessible description of QE for the broader inter-disciplinary community.
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